
1. Is the cost of $80,000 on page 2 for the user count survey expected to be a task of the 
consultant?  Can a proposer anticipate a fee for the survey and for the design and 
permitting that equates to your approximate numbers without an accounting issue with 
DCNR? 

 
Yes. Proposer can anticipate a fee, any changes to the scope/fee would happen through a 
change order if approved, and consultant would be bound by clauses in contract regarding 
subcontractors.  
 
2. Are the infra-red data collection counters in paragraph II A intended to be purchased and 

placed by the consultant and turned over to FOW upon project completion? 
 
Yes, purchased & placed by consultant and remain property of FOW after project completion. 
Priority is with data collection but would like to keep counters if possible.  
 
3. What is meant by the second bullet under the selection process, item 9 with respect to a 

firm of similar size?  Similar to what? 
 
We are seeking prior relevant project experience working with firms similar to the Friends of 
the Wissahickon, a small to medium sized non-profit and/or experience working with a 
landscape similar to Wissahickon Valley Park. 
 
4. Can you verify that you are seeking an installed restroom facility under this RFP such that it 

is a design-build project?  Have you determined that the public bidding laws of the 
Commonwealth would be satisfied by that requirement? 

 
We are open to a range of options as developed in the master planning process. FOW is a 
private 501(c)3 nonprofit, not a public agency.  
 
5. In the proposal you are requesting a traffic count be completed as part of the scope of 

services.  Under the 2011 " My Park Counts" study, it appears a lot of the leg work for 
monitoring and recording the data was performed under the guidance of FOW and with 
volunteers.  To be clear, are you asking that all of the visitor counting services under the 
current proposal be carried out by the consultants, or do you intend a similar effort in 
gathering volunteers?  

 
Our preference is for consultant-led data collection. Volunteer support may be possible to 
augment the effort, but we are looking for proposals that focus on the professional collection of 
data.  
 
6. You indicate that ADA retrofit options for existing facilities is required.  Can you please 

elaborate on the total number and/or location of these facilities under consideration? 
 

This will be determined through the master planning process.  



7. Similarly, under the recommendations for other existing facility enhancements, could you 
provide additional detail or clarification as number and/or location of possible facilities 
under consideration. 

 
This will be determined through the master planning process. 
 
8. Section 8 Consultant Qualifications (2). Will you allow for any flexibility in the team 

organization such that the lead firm, can hire a consultant to perform this role, in lieu of 
that sub-consultant assuming the lead for the entire design team.  Meaning, if we have a 
competent individual who meets this criteria on the team, is it imperative that they assume 
the overall responsibilities of the entire team of consultants. 

 
We are flexible in team design as long as it significantly advances the goals of the project.  
 
9. Under Page 3 of the RFP, a bullet notes that ‘for all recommended new 

facilities…comprehensive construction drawings…must be produced’. Is the RFP requesting 
site-specific permit-ready construction drawings for ALL proposed facilities, or just for the 
demonstration project? 

 
No, just the demonstration project. 
  
10. For the demonstration facility, is the RFP asking for teams to include a contractor for 

installation (a design-build teaming arrangement), or is the RFP asking for the more 
traditional approach, where design teams create a bid package that is publicly bid by 
competing contractors? 

 
Either is acceptable.  
 
11. For the infrared counters, does FOW have a preferred model it likes to use? 
 
No. 

 
12. Can you share a copy of the City of Philadelphia Health Department standards reference on 

page 5 of the RFP? An internet search returned results that did not seem conclusive. 
 
Determining current standards is part of the scope of work. 
 
13. Page 5 refers to providing copies of the master plan. If printed hard copies are required, 

how many copies need to be provided, or will a digital PDF copy suffice? 
 
3 hard copies as well as a digital copy (high resolution & compressed file). 
 



14. It may be that the design and permitting of the demonstration facility would cost more than 
the $10,000 noted on page 2. If total consultant fees do not exceed $90,000, but the fees 
are divided differently between the first 2 deliverables, would that be acceptable? 

 
Yes, the $90,000 between user count/master plan & design/permitting can be divided 
differently. Money from the construction of demonstration project line item may not be used 
differently.  
 
15. In the update of user count, please elaborate on the level of detail FOW is looking for. Is it 

purely a count (numbers only, not broken down by gender, race, or other factors), or is 
FOW looking for the detail in the 2011 My Park Counts document? As can be imagined, the 
amount of time needed for obtaining counts is very different than the time needed for a 
comprehensive user analysis. 

 
We are most interested in a pure count. 
 
16. Does FOW already have a compiled base map of the park in digital format, inclusive of 

topography, property boundaries, and public/private utilities or will it be up to the 
consultant to compile this map from publicly available sources? 

 
A base map of topography and property boundaries exist for the park. Utilities can be provided 
from Open Data Philly and compiled onto a single map. 

 
17. Is it assumed that the consultant will not be responsible for outreach for public meetings, or 

be required to set up public meetings? 
 
FOW staff and committee members will coordinate outreach and logistics, consultants must be 
present during meetings.  

 
18. Does FOW have an anticipated budget for the purchase, installation, and maintenance of 

the permanent multi-use infrared counters? Can this be separated from the costs of the 
study? 

 
No, if permanent multi-use infrared counters cannot be purchased given the budget, consultant 
should plan for rental and temporary installation that can be supported in the budget.  
 
19. A geotechnical investigation will likely be required for the demonstration facility. Would the 

cost for this be outside the $90,000 consulting fee? 
 
This cost could be supported by the demonstration project line. Proposals exceeding the RFP 
budget lines should be supported with budget justification (documentation required). 
 
20. Can proposers assume that should the demonstration facility have running water and 

plumbing, the location will be proximate to water, sewer, and electrical sources? 



 
No. 
 
21. Can proposers assume that the contractor will procure all building permits? 
 
FOW requests that consultants/contractors procure all building permits on behalf of the client.  

 


